
New Premise Licence Application– 7-9 Angel Street, Worcester 

Notice of Objection to the Proposed Licence - 22/02692/PREMLI 

Having viewed the content of this application as an appointed officer with West Mercia 
Police, having delegated authority from the Chief Officer to exercise powers under the 
Licensing Act 2003, I hereby give notice of Police objection to this application. 

The applicant has applied for the below conditions: 

Licensable activities: 

Playing of Recorded Music: Everyday: 11:30-05:00 

Late Night Refreshment: Everyday: 23:00-05:00 

Angel Street, Worcester and the immediate locality is one of the main areas of disorder 
and Anti-Social Behaviour in the city for the Night Time Economy.  It is located within 
Worcester City’s Cumulative Impact Zone which has been identified and referred to 
within Worcester City Council’s ‘Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024’. 

This policy recognises:  

‘that the cumulative impact of a number of late night entertainment premises (including cafes) in some areas may 
result in an increase of people either walking through, or congregating in, streets during the night. This may in turn 
have a number of undesirable consequences, for example;  
 an increase in crime against property and/or person;  
 an increase in noise causing disturbance to residents;  
 traffic congestion and/or parking problems;  
 littering and fouling.’ 
 

Police therefore have much concern that any new additional premise, as per this 
application, will greatly exacerbate each of these points and will go towards the further 
undermining of licensing objectives. These being: 

Prevention of Crime and Disorder. 

Prevention of Public Nuisance.  

Initial research via Police systems for the period of June 2021- June 2022 reveals the 
following key points. 

 A total of 457 crimes are recorded against the five main streets within the 
Cumulative Impact Zone; 

 Of these 457 crimes recorded as occurring on the five main streets within the 
Cumulative Impact Zone 103 are recorded as occurring within Angel Street. 
Angel Street is therefore ranked as second amongst these for the most 
recorded crimes; 

 Main aggravating factors identified as being associated to these crimes are 
Violence Public Place, Alcohol Related and Violence Licensed Premises; 

 Figures relating to instances at Repeat Establishments show four premises 
from the top seven being located within Angel Street and Angel Place. Of note 
is the premise located next door to this licence application being ranked fifth;  



 Peak periods for recorded crime are Saturday and Sunday between 02:00 and 
04:00 hours; 

 Of 2,738 recorded violence with injury crimes recorded across South 
Worcestershire Angel Place and Angel Street are ranked within the top six 
locations for such offences; 

 In terms of AS incidents- those with applied markers including Anti-Social 
Behaviour, Nuisance Communications, Public Order, Trespass and Vehicle 
Nuisance- applied to postcode areas, Angel Street is ranked first across all 
locations within South Worcestershire. 

In line with Police concerns South Worcestershire Licensing Police Officer has 
instigated communication with the applicant. During communication the applicant 
stated that the business was a franchise and that he currently owned four similar 
premises in other areas of the country. The proposed premise is described as a fast 
food pizza restaurant.  The applicant described his business brand as being one of a 
‘chilled’ nature which provided quality foods and one which he does not associate as 
a ‘normal fast food shop’. His premises provide an ambient atmosphere that will assist 
with improving the current nature of the locality. He was very aware of the reported 
Anti-Social Behaviour in the area and believes that his business and brand would 
become a positive by reducing Anti-Social Behaviour.  He would further help to 
achieve this reduction by the installation of HD CCTV. 

In terms of proposed opening times of his premise he confirmed that he was unable 
to deviate from these due to weekend early hours opening being a major factor of his 
business model and that the majority of his revenue would be generated from the city 
Night Time Economy. 

As such Police maintain concerns that the applicant has not properly considered the 
location of his premise and has failed to provide sufficient assurances within his 
application. As stated within Worcester City Council’s ‘Statement of Licensing Policy 
2019-2024’ – 

While this Special Policy is in existence, it will be for the applicant to show that the licensable activities which are 
being applied for will not add to the cumulative impact.  
 
Current information presented by the applicant fails to provide the required assurances 
at this time with Police maintaining the opinion that the applicant must provide 
additional information surrounding the proper management of the premise in order to 
convince a Licensing Committee accordingly.   
 

Furthermore the proposed premise is to be located immediately between two other 
fast food premises which currently hold licences allowing opening to  05:00 and 06:00 
respectively. As such there is no justification to present the point that Night Time 
Economy patrons are lacking of such additional refreshment provision.  

Police are also aware of the location of residential flats being located directly above 
the premise situated within the same building. Although assurances are made by the 
applicant that this will not be a relevant factor Police belief is contrary to this. Current 



issues of noise and disturbance will be aggravated. The following points are raised by 
Police Design Out Crime Officer: 

‘On looking I see no conditions attached to the building, there are residential flats above the premise ( 4 
x 1 bed and 2 x studio apartments )  

I do have concerns in relation to this application.  

Angel Street has one of the highest rate of crime and disorder within Worcester City, therefore effective 
management to ensure safety for all customers and staff, the ‘open plan layout’ and limited seating may 
add to possible disorder.  

In my opinion I feel that the proposed times could be varied, this would enable the applicant to 
demonstrate that the venue can operate effectively to ensure any impact on crime and disorder can be 
monitored, these could then be reviewed in 12 / 18 months.’ 

Further to this liaison had with Worcester City Safer Neighbourhood Team officers 
confirms further concerns are held over the application and associated consequences 
with a real risk of increased disorder into the early hours. 

In addition to these points Police would highlight Worcester City’s bid for the 
attainment of Purple Flag status for the city. One of the aims of this accreditation is the 
working towards a desire to re-brand Worcester City moving it away from the 
‘epicentre’ of Anti-Social Behaviour to a new positive, friendly and safe place for 
patrons.  

In line with this approach South Worcestershire Policing Area were successful in 
gaining Government funding within the ‘Safer Streets Initiative 2021’. This initiative 
has been used to address issues of crime and disorder within Worcester City centre 
with an emphasis on implementing measures to reduce instances of Violence Against 
Women and Girls.  

As such it is Police opinion that the granting of this application does not fit within the 
development model for the city centre. 

The above points form the basis of Police objections at this time and are submitted for 
consideration by the appropriate Licensing Committee. 

Regards 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


